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Attempt any 3 question out of remaining questions. 

Q-1 Explain the construction and working of tunnel diode with the help of neat diagram ? (6) 

Answer-1 Tunnel diode-  It is invented by Esaki in 1958. Tunnel diode is a negative resistance 

semiconductor p-n diode with doping of both p and n regions is very high having impurity 

concentration of 1019 to 1020 atoms/cm3 and depletion layer at the junction is very thin , on the 

order of 100 Ao or 10-6 cm. Tunnel diode are useful in many circuit application such as microwave 

amplification , microwave oscillation and binary memory because of their  low cost ,light weight,high 

speed, low power operation ,low noise and high peak to valley current ratio.  

Symbol of Tunnel diode: 

                                                   

Working : 

Tunnel diode works on quantum tunneling theory which is a majority  carrier effect. Classically in 

ordinary  p-n diode charge particle can pass over the barrier if and only if they have energy greater 

than or equal to height of  potential barrier. However ,according to quantum mechanical theory if 

barrier thickness is less than 3 Ao then there is a probability that those particle can pass over the 

barrier even if they have less kinetic energy. IN addition to barrier thinness , there should be filled 

energy state on one side from where carrier will tunnel and allow to penetrate to empty state on 

other side at same energy level. 

 Step 1 : Unbiased tunnel diode: 

When no voltage is applied to tunnel diode it is said to be in unbiased state. In tunnel diode , the 

conduction band of n-type material region overlaps with valence band of p- type material  region 

due to heavy doping. 



                                        

Because of this overlapping, the conduction band electrons at n-side and valence band holes at p-
side are nearly at the same energy level. So when the temperature increases, some electrons tunnel 
from the conduction band of n-region to the valence band of p-region. In a similar way, holes tunnel 
from the valence band of p-region to the conduction band of n-region. 

However, the net current flow will be zero because an equal number of charge carriers (free 
electrons and holes) flow in opposite directions. 

Step 2 : Small voltage applied to the tunnel diode 

When a small voltage is applied to the tunnel diode which is less than the built-in voltage of the 
depletion layer, no forward current flows through the junction. 

However, a small number of electrons in the conduction band of the n-region will tunnel to the 
empty states of the valence band in p-region. This will create a small forward bias tunnel current. 
Thus, tunnel current starts flowing with a small application of voltage. 

                                                                        

                                                     

Step 3 : Applied voltage is slightly increased  

When the voltage applied to the tunnel diode is slightly increased, a large number of free electrons 

at n-side and holes at p-side are generated. Because of the increase in voltage, the overlapping of 

the conduction band and valence band is increased. In simple words, the energy level of an n-side 



conduction band becomes exactly equal to the energy level of a p-side valence band. As a result, 

maximum tunnel current flows. 

                                                              

Step 4 : Applied voltage is further increased  

If the applied voltage is further increased, a slight misalign of the conduction band and valence band 

takes place. Since the conduction band of the n-type material and the valence band of the p-type 

material sill overlap. The electrons tunnel from the conduction band of n-region to the valence band 

of p-region and cause a small current flow. Thus, the tunneling current starts decreasing. 

                                                                 

Step 5 :Applied voltage is highly increased  

If the applied voltage is largely increased, the tunneling current drops to zero. At this point, the 

conduction band and valence band no longer overlap and the tunnel diode operates in the same 

manner as a normal p-n junction diode. If this applied voltage is greater than the built-in potential of 

the depletion layer, the regular forward current starts flowing through the tunnel diode. The portion 

of the curve in which current decreases as the voltage increases is the negative resistance region of 



the tunnel diode. The negative resistance region is the most important and most widely used 

characteristic of the tunnel diode. 

                                               

 Complete  

 Q-2 Define Numerical aperture and acceptance angle .Explain the working of one light source 

used in optical fiber.(3) 

Answer 2 : Numerical Aperture : The Numerical Aperture (NA) is a measure of how much light can 

be collected by an optical system such as an optical fiber.  

                                    

Figure : Diagram showing cone of acceptance angle 

The significance of NA is that light entering in the cone of semi vertical angle im only propagate 

through the fiber. The higher the value of im or NA more is the light collected for propagation in the 

fibre. Numerical aperture is thus considered as a light gathering capacity of an optical fibre. 

Acceptance angle : It is the maximum angle made by the light ray with the fibre axis, so that light 

can propagate through the fibre after total internal reflection. 

Both numerical aperture and acceptance angle are linked to the refractive index via:  

NA = naSin a  = (n1
2 – n2

2)1/2 



Where   n1 = refractive index of core   n2 = refractive index of cladding   na = refractive index of air 

(1.00)  

The optical or light source used in optical fibre communication are : 

1. Light emitting diode (LED) 

2. Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (LASER) 

 

Working of LASER : 

 Laser is a device that amplifies or increases the intensity of light and produces highly directional and 

coherent light. Laser emits light through a process called stimulated emission of radiation which 

amplifies or increases the intensity of light. Some lasers generate visible light but others generate 

ultraviolet or infrared rays which are invisible. 

 In general, when electron jumps from a higher energy level to a lower energy level, it emits light or 

photon. The energy of the emitted photon is equal to the energy difference between the energy 

levels. The loss of electron energy is attributed to the entire atom. Therefore, it can be thought that 

the atom is moving from a higher energy state to a lower energy state. 

3-level Laser: 

Consider a system consisting of three energy levels E1, E2, E3 with N number of electrons. 

We assume that the energy level of E1 is less than than E2 and E3, the energy level of E2 is greater 
than E1 and less than E3, and the energy level of E3 is greater than E1 and E2. 

It can be simply written as E1 < E2 < E3. That means the energy level of E2 lies in between E1 and E3.  

           
Figure : Diagram showing Population Inversion process in 3 level Laser 



The energy level E1 is known as the ground state or lower energy state and the energy levels E2 and 
E3 are known as excited states. The energy level E2 is sometimes referred to as Meta stable state. 
The energy level E3 is sometimes referred to as pump state or pump level. The N number of 
electrons in the system occupies these three energy levels. Let N1 be the number of electrons in the 
energy state E1, N2 be the number of electrons in the energy state E2 and N3 be the number of 
electrons in the energy state E3. 

To get laser emission or population inversion, the population of higher energy state (E2) should be 
greater than the population of the lower energy state (E1).Under normal conditions, the higher an 
energy level is, the lesser it is populated. For example, in a three level energy system, the lower 
energy state E1 is highly populated as compared to the excited energy states E2 and E3. On the other 
hand, the excited energy state E2 is highly populated as compared to the excited energy state E3. It 
can be simply written as N1 > N2 > N3. 

Under certain conditions, the greater population of higher energy state (E2) as compared to the 
lower energy state (E1) is achieved. Such an arrangement is called population inversion. Let us 
assume that initially the majority of electrons will be in the lower energy state or ground state (E1) 
and only a small number of electrons will be in excited states (E2 and E3).When we supply light 
energy which is equal to the energy difference of E3 and E1, the electrons in the lower energy state 
(E1) gains sufficient energy and jumps into the higher energy state (E3). This process of supplying 
energy is called pumping. 

The lifetime of electrons in the energy state E3 is very small as compared to the lifetime of electrons 
in the energy state E2. Therefore, electrons in the energy level E3 does not stay for long period. After 
a short period, they quickly fall to the Meta stable state or energy state E2 and releases radiation less 
energy instead of photons. Because of the shorter lifetime, only a small number of electrons 
accumulate in the energy state E3. 

The electrons in the Meta stable state E2 will remain there for longer period because of its longer 
lifetime. As result, a large number of electrons accumulate in Meta stable state. Thus, the population 
of metal stable state will become greater than the population of energy states E3 and E1.  
It can be simply written as N2 > N1 > N3.In a three level energy system, we achieve population 
inversion between energy levels E1 and E2.After completion of lifetime of electrons in the Meta 
stable state, they fall back to the lower energy state or ground state E1 by releasing energy in the 
form of photons. This process of emission of photons is called spontaneous emission. 

When this emitted photon interacts with the electron in the Meta stable state E2, it forces that 
electron to fall back to the ground state. As a result, two photons are emitted. This process of 
emission of photons is called stimulated emission. When these photons again interacted with the 
electrons in the Meta stable state, they forces two Meta stable state electrons to fall back to the 
ground state. As a result, four photons are emitted. Likewise, a large number of photons are 
emitted.  

     Complete   

 

Q-3  What do you mean by optical fiber and name the type of optal fiber ? Draw the block diagram 

of optical fiber communication .(3) 



Answer 3 :  Optical fiber : Optical fibers are fine transparent glass or plastic fibers which can 

propagate light. They work under the principle of total internal reflection from diametrically 

opposite walls. An optic fiber  consists of a core that is surrounded by a cladding  which are normally 

made of silica glass or plastic. The core  transmits an optical signal while the  cladding  guides the 

light within the core. 

 

                            

Figure : Optical fiber consist of Core, Cladding and Outer coating or Jacket. 

Types of Optical fiber: 

There are two types of optical fiber : 

1. Step index :  Step-index fibers have a uniform core with higher  index of refraction, and a 

uniform cladding with a smaller index of refraction. 

2. Graded index: Graded index is a type of optical fiber in which the refractive index of core 

decreases radially from the centre of the core towards the cladding surface. 

Block diagram of Optical fiber communication : 

 

Figure : Block diagram of Optical fiber communication consisting  of light source, splices, 

repeaters, optical amplifier, detector. 

                  Complete  

 



Q-4 Explain E – plane Tee ? (3) 

Answer 4 : E- plane Tee : 

An E-Plane Tee junction is formed by attaching a simple waveguide to the broader dimension of a 

rectangular waveguide, which already has two ports. The arms of rectangular waveguides make 

two ports called collinear ports i.e., Port1 and Port2, while the new one, Port3 is called as Side arm 

or E-arm. T his E-plane Tee is also called as Series Tee. 

As the axis of the side arm is parallel to the electric field, this junction is called E-Plane Tee junction. 

This is also called as Voltage or Series junction. The ports 1 and 2 are 180° out of phase with each 

other. The cross-sectional details of E-plane tee can be understood by the following figure. 

                                       
 
                                                   Figure: Diagram of E –plane Tee 

                                          

                                           

Two way Transmission of E – plane Tee: (a) Input through main arm (b) Input from side arm 

Scattering Matrix of E-plane Tee : 

                                                 



Q-5 Explain Directional coupler with neat diagram ? (3) 

Answer5 : Directional coupler : A directional coupler is a four port waveguide junction. It consist of 

primary waveguide 1-2 and secondary wavegide 3-4. When all the port are terminated by their 

characteristic impedances , there is a free transmission of power ,without reflection between port 1 

and port 2 . In addition to this there is no transmission of power between port 1 and port 3 or 

between port 2 and port 4 because no coupling exists in between these two pairs of ports. 

                      

 

The degree of coupling between port 1 and port 4 or between port 2 and port 3 depends on the 

structure of the coupler. The Characteristic of directional coupler can be expressed in terms of 

Coupling factor and directivity. 

Coupling Factor : it is define as the measure of the ratio of power levels of in the primary and 

secondary waveguides. Hence if the coupling  fraction is known , fraction of power measured at port 

4 can be used to determine the power input at port 1. 

                                                     

Where P1 = power input to port -1 

 P4 = power output from port -4 

Directivity : It is a measure of how well a forward travelling wave in the primary waveguide couples  

to a specific port of secondary waveguide. Ideally the value of directivity for directional coupler 

should be infinity because  power at port 3 must be zero as port 2 and port 4 are perfectly matched.  

                                                      

Where P3 = power output from  port -3 

 P4 = power ouput from port -4 

     Complete  
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